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Bihar STET 2019, Second Paper- Computer Science -Second setting

General Knowledge and Other Skills (1-50), Computer Science (51-150)

Questions with Answer:

1. The “world wetlands day” is celebrated on which day?

2. “Durand Cup is associated with which of the following games?

3. “Swaraj is my birthright and I shall have it.” who said?

4. In constitution of India, Right to Free and Compulsory Elementary Education is included

in the section on ?

5. The number of chromosomes in the human body are?

6. Complete the letter pattern - JAK, KBL, LCM, MDN,?

7. Complete the number series- 16, 23, 31, 40, 50, 61,?

8. How many triangle are in figure-

9. If “sand” is coded as “brick”, “brick “ as “house” , “house” as temple, “temple” as

“palace” then where do you worship?

10. If LIGHT is coded in a symbolic language as JGEFR , then how will short be coded in that

language?

11. A number being divided by 52 gives reminder 45. If the number is divided by 13, the

reminder will be?

12. Which of the following is the largest number-
643 6,4,3,2

13. The ratio of two number is 3:4 and their LCM is 120. the sum of the number is?

14. When 60 is subtracted from 60% of a number, the result is 60. The number is?

15. If the cost price of 15 books is equal to the selling price of 20 books, the loss percent is?

16. Which of the following is not used in making solar cells? (a) silicon (b) platinum (c)

Gallium (d) germanium

17. Which Article of the Constitution of India is related to Right to Equality before law?

18. The brain of any computer is?

19. At constant temperature, the speed of sound is maximum in which of the following

gases?

20. “National Emergency” may be declared by the President of India in line with ?

21. Who said, “The Principles(Directive Principles ) should be made the basis of all the

future legislation”?

22. Which of the following does not belong to solar system?

23. The plants which grow on saline soil are known as?

24. Which of the following colors of light undergoes the least deviation when passing

through a prism?

25. The world’s largest Telescope is in which country?



26. Pointing towards Garima, Rakesh said, “ His father is the only son of my father.” How is

Rakesh related to Garima?

27. Samir went 15m to the west from his house and then turned left and walked 20m. He

turned east and walked 25m and finally turning left covered 20m. How far was he from

his house?

28. If Deep is coded in a symbolic language as 60 and RABIT as 100, then how will Hair be

Coded?

29. If “×” means “－”, “÷” means “×”, “－” means “+” and “+” means “÷” then 8÷4×2－
4+2=?

30. Find missing character in the following figure:

31. The Speaker of Lok Sabha in India is elected by the ?
32. Which of the following is a major source of oceanic salinity?

33. Which strait connect red sea and Indian ocean?

34. Which of the following is a Harappan port?

35. At present the Constitution of India comprises?

36. The “world environment day” is celebrated on?

37. For which of the following causes, we cannot see during a fog?

38. Which of the following represents a billion characters?

39. What was the early capital of Magadh?

40. Among the following fuels of energy, which is the most environment friendly?

41. The average of 20 numbers is 15 and the average of first five numbers is 12, then

average of the rest is?

42. If A:B=3:4, B:C=5:7 and C:D=8:9 then A:D is equal to?

43. The perimeter of a rectangle is 160m, and the difference of two sides is 48m. find the

side of a square whose area is equal to the area of this rectangle?

44. A man walking at the rate of 5 km/hr crosses a bridge in 15min. The length of the bridge

(in meters) is?

45. If A is an acute angle and cotA + cosec A= 3 , then the value of sinA is?

46. Among the following whom did K.K. Foundation on may 16,2019 announce the winner

of 28th Bihari puraskar?

47. 54th Jnanpith Award was given to which English writer, in New Delhi on June 12,2019?

48. Among the following, who is the chief election commissioner of India at present?

49. The minimum pension provided to farmers attaining the age of 60 years to all small and

marginal farmers (SMF) by the central government from may 31,2019 is?

50. The winner of world mixed team badminton championship Sudirman cup 2019 is?

51. What is Internet?

52. To join Internet, the computer has to be connected to a?

53. Internet access by transmitting digital data over the wires of a local telephone network

is provided by?

54. ISP exchanges internet traffic between their networks by?



55. Which one of the following protocols is not used in internet?

56. IPv6 address has a size of?

57. Internet works on

58. Which one of the following is not an application layer protocol used in internet?

59. Which protocol assigns IP address to the client connected in the internet?

60. Which one of the following is not used in media access control?

61. Term, Data structure refers to …………….and interrelationship between them?

62. In Data structure, data may of …………….types.

63. Variables which can be accessed by all modules of the programme is called?

64. Stack, Queue and Linked list can be implemented using?

65. Hyperlinks can be created between a word document and

66. You can insert the clip art from?

67. Which of the following cannot be done with document version?

68. When you drag selected text, you can?

69. You can search in a word document for?

70. You can add a date to a document by?

71. Which of the cell pointers indicates that you can fill series?

72. On an excel sheet the active cell is indicated by?

73. What term describes explanatory text attached to a cell?

74. Which of the following will not select all the cells in a document?

75. The default style for new data keyed in a new workbook is?

76. If you press………., the cell accepts your typing as its contents?

77. Which among the following is associated with Excel?

78. Except which of the following function, a formula with a logical function shows the

words “true” or “False” as a result?

79. Which of the following is not a valid zoom percentage in Excel?

80. You can check the conditions against ……….. when applying conditional formatting?

81. Which of the following is a primary key in a student table?

82. Which of the following is a valid SQL command?

83. Which Power point view works best for adding slide Transition?

84. Object are?

85. You can edit embedded organization chart object by?

86. In Boolean algebra A.A is equal to?

87. Slider sorter can be accessed from which menu?

88. In Boolean algebra the function of AND operator is?

89. What would you choose to create a pre-formatted style?

90. Which of the following logical operations is represented by the + sign in Boolean

algebra?

91. End Key?

92. “Ctrl + Page down” is used to?

93. “Ctrl+Down arrow” is used to?

94. Which one is a non-liner data structure?

95. “Ctrl + Left Arrow” is used to?

96. Abstraction means?



97. “Ctrl+ Page UP” is used to?

98. Polymorphism is feature of?

99. “Ctrl + Home “ is used to

100. “Ctrl + End “ is used to?

101. UNIVAC is?

102. The basic operations performed by a computer are?

103. Who is the inventor of “Difference Engine”?

104. Microprocessors as switching devices are for which generation computers?

105. DOS stands for?

106. ASCII and EBCDIC are the popular character coding systems. What does EBCDIC

stand for?

107. Who is the father of Computer?

108. Storage capacity of Magentic disk depends on?

109. The two kinds of main memory are?

110. A storage area used to store data to compensate for the difference in speed at

which the different units can handle data is?

111. How can you update the values of formula cells if Auto calculate mode of Excel is

disabled?

112. You want to set such that when you type Baishakh and drag the fill handle, Excel

should produce Jaistha, Aashadh and so on. What you set to effect that?

113. Where can you change automatic or manual calculation mode in Excel?

114. How can you show or hide the grid lines in Excel worksheet?

115. Which of the following Excel screen components cannot be turned on or off?

116. What happens when you press Ctrl + X after selecting some cells in Excel?

117. Which of the following options is not available in paste special dialog box?

118. Which command will you choose to convert a column of data into row?

119. It is acceptable to let long text flow into adjacent cells on a worksheet when?

120. Which of the cell pointers indicates you that you can make selection?

121. Computer is free from tiresome and boredom. We call it?

122. Integrated Circuits (ICs) are related to which generation of computers?

123. CD-ROM is a?

124. A hybrid computer?

125. Which type of computer uses the 8-bit code called EBCDIC?

126. The ALU of a computer responds to the commands coming from?

127. Chief component of first generation computer was?

128. ….…… is a combination of hardware and software that facilities the sharing of

information between computing devices?

129. 1 byte=?

130. Which of the following IC was used in Third generation of computers

131. To preview a motion path effect using the custom animation task pane, we should?

132. Which one is a DCL command in SQL?

133. What is the term used when you press and hold the left mouse key and move the

mouse around the slide?

134. Which of the following SQL commands is used to view data?



135. Which of the following views is the best view to use when setting transition effects

for all slides in a presentation?

136. Math.h is?

137. The selected design template can be applied?

138. The difference between slide design and auto content wizard is?

139. In which menu can you find features like Slide Design, Slide Layout etc?

140. Which menu provides you the options like Animation Scheme, Custom Animation,

Slide Transition?

141. When collecting of various computers seems a single coherent system to its client,

then it is called?

142. Two device are in network, if?

143. Which one of the following computer networks is built on the top of another

network?

144. In computer networks nodes are?

145. Communication channel is shared by all the machines on the network in?

146. ….…. is a device that forwards packets between networks by processing the routing

information included in the packet?

147. The structure or format of data is called?

148. Communication between a computer and a keyword involves……….. transmission.

149. Which of the following is not a network edge device?

150. Which transmission media has the highest transmission speed in a network?

Answer:

1) 2 feb 2) Football 3) Bal Gangadhar

Tilak

4) Fundamental

Rights of

Citizens

5) 46 6) NEO

7) 73 8) 16 9) Palace

10)Q F M P R 11)6 12)
3 3

13)70 14)200 15)25

16)Platinum 17)Article 14 18)CPU

19)Hydrogen 20)Art 352 21)Dr. B.R.

Ambedkar

22)Nebulae 23)Halophytes 24)Red

25)China 26)Father 27)10m

28)72 29)32 30)343

31)Members of

Loksabha

32)Rivers 33)Bab-el-Mandeb



34)Lothal 35) None 36)5 June

37)Scattering of

Light

38)Gigabytes 39)Rajgriha

(girivraja)

40)Biogas 41)16 42)10:21

43)32m 44)1250 45)3/5

46)Manisha

Kulshreshtha

47)Amitav Ghosh 48)Sunil Arora

49)2000 per month 50)China 51)A vast collection

of different

networks

52)Internet Service

Provider

53)Digital

Subscriber Line

54)Internet

Exchange Point

55)none 56)128bit 57)Packet Switching

58)Resource

Reservation

Protocol

59)DHCP 60)none

61)Organization of

Data

62)2 63)Global

64)array 65)A web page on

the www

66)All(insert choose

picture then clip

art, choose clip

art icon, from

drawing toolbar)

67)none 68)Copy text 69)All(formatting,

phrases, special

characters)

70)All(inserting a

text date,

inserting a date

field that will

update

automatically,

typing the date

manually)

71)Small thin plus

icon

72)A dark wide

border

73)comment 74)Clicking Three

times with the

right mouse

button in the

75)normal



spreadsheet.

76)enter 77)spreadsheet 78)if

79)500 80)Both(cell

value,formula)

81)Admission

number

82)select 83)Transition

Wizard

84)Instances of

classes

85)Both(double

clicking the

organization

chart object,

right click the

chart object,

then clicking

edit

MS-Organization

chart)

86)A 87)view

88)* 89)Slide layout 90)OR

91)Move the cursor

to the end of the

line

92)Move the cursor

one page down

93)Move the cursor

one paragraph

down

94)tree 95)Move the cursor

one word left

96)hiding

97)Move the cursor

one page up

98)Object oriented

programming

99)Move the cursor

to the beginning

of document

100) Move the

cursor to the

end of

document

101) Universal

Automatic

Computer

102) All(Arithmetic

operation,

logical

operation,

storage and

relative)

103) Charles

babbage

104) Fourth

generation

105) Disk

operating

system

106) Extended

binary code

decimal

interchange

107) Charles

babbage

108) All(tracks per

inch of surface,

bits per inch of

tracks, disk pack



code in disk surface)

109) ROM and

ROM

110) buffer 111) F9

112) Custom list 113) Double CAL

indicator on

status bar

114) Both(goto

tools>>

options>> view

tab and mark or

remove the

check box

named gridline,

Click gridline

tool on forms

toolbar)

115) none 116) The cells

selected are

marked for

cutting

117) SQRT

118) Edit>> Paste

special >>

Transpose

119) No data will

be entered in

the adjacent

cells

120) Doctor’s

symbol(big plus)

121) Diligence 122) Third

generation

123) None(read

only memory)

124) Resembles

both as digital

and analog

computer

125) Mainframe

computers

126) Control

section

127) Vacuum

tubes and valves

128) Network 129) 8 bits

130) Both (SSI,

MSI)

131) Click the play

button

132) GRANT

133) dragging 134) SELECT 135) Slide sorter

view

136) Header file 137) To current

slide only

138) Slide design

does not provide

sample content

but auto content

wizard provides



sample content

too

139) Format menu 140) Slide show

menu

141) Distributed

system

142) A process in

one device is

able to

exchange

143) Overlay

network

144) All(the

computer that

originates the

data, the

computer that

routes the data,

the computer

that terminates

the data)

145) Broadcast

network

146) Router 147) Syntax

148) Simplex 149) Switch 150) Optical fibre


